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Abstrat
The dirative prodution of vetor bosons at the Tevatron is studied.
We take a hard pomeron ux and use the H1 parton density funtions
extrated from their measurement of F
D(3)
2 . To this we add a reggeon ex-
hange ontribution. We nd that the ratio of dirative to non-dirative
W boson prodution is in good agreement with the CDF data. We note
that the poorly understood reggeon ontribution might be as large as the
pomeron ontribution in the kinemati range of the data. We also note
that our pomeron exhange ontribution is muh smaller than earlier pre-
ditions due to our use of a hard pomeron ux. All our results have been
obtained using the lowest order matrix elements and we have ompared
to the results obtained using a modied version of Herwig whih is a-
pable of generating a wide variety of dirative sattering proesses. Gap
survival is estimated using Pythia and is found to be around 60%. We
make preditions whih ould be ompared to future measurements of
dirative Drell-Yan prodution.
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1 Introdution
So far there is no onsensus on the interpretation of the hard dirative sat-
tering proesses measured at the Tevatron [1, 2, 3, 4℄. Invariably the rates
measured at the Tevatron are muh smaller than would be expeted using
the dirative parton density funtions measured in dirative deep inelasti
sattering at Hera [5, 6℄. On the one hand this is not in ontradition with
theory sine the dirative parton density funtions extrated in deep inelasti
sattering are not expeted to be appliable in dirative sattering involving
inoming hadrons [7℄. However, there is the hope that this breaking of univer-
sality might be desribed in terms of an overall multipliative gap survival
fator [8℄.
In this paper we turn our attention to dirative vetor boson prodution
at the Tevatron. We perform an analysis using the dirative parton density
funtions extrated by the H1 ollaboration [5℄ with one important modiation.
Namely, we use a larger eetive pomeron interept, i.e. αIP(0) = 1.45 rather
than the value 1.203 extrated by H1
1
. We believe this to be a natural hoie
given that the sale assoiated with dirativeW prodution is some two orders
of magnitude larger than that in dirative dis at Hera, and given that there
is evidene for an eetive pomeron interept whih inreases slowly as the
hard sale inreases [9, 10℄. We inlude the rather poorly onstrained reggeon
exhange ontribution, also as determined by the H1 ollaboration [11℄.
In Setion 2 we fous on W boson prodution as measured by df [2℄.
This proess has been studied within a similar framework previously [12, 13℄
where it was found that the rates based upon diret extrapolation of the deep
inelasti parton density funtions typially overestimate the df data by an
order of magnitude. However, neither of these analyses used a hard pomeron
ux, nor did they onsider the reggeon ontribution. Possible explanations for
the largeness of the theoretial ross-setion have been presented [13, 14℄, some
based upon the onept of gap survival [15, 16℄. We shall disuss the issue of
gap survival in Setion 3.
Throughout our study, we shall perform our alulations using the relevant
leading order eletroweak matrix elements. In addition, we ompare to results
obtained using a modied version of Herwig, whih we all Pomwig, that is
able to generate dirative sattering in a wide range of proesses[18, 19℄.
2
Our studies of dirative W prodution onlude that the reggeon ontri-
bution is probably not negligible. It is poorly understood and more studies are
needed in order to redue the unertainty from this soure. Furthermore, we
propose that the rate for pomeron initiated proesses is muh smaller than has
been found hitherto, due mainly to our use of dirative parton densities with
a steeper x
IP
dependene than ours in softer pomeron exhange models. In
1
We speak of the eetive pomeron interept sine it is ommonplae. However, what we
refer to is the parameter whih ontrols the x
IP
distribution, assuming a fatorisation of the
dirative parton density into a produt of a funtion of x
IP
and a funtion of β.
2
The ode an be obtained from the authors upon request or from
www.hep.man.a.uk/pomwig/ .
2
Setion 4 we examine dirative Drell-Yan prodution in order to investigate
the additional information that an be obtained at the Tevatron. In Setion
5 we present our onlusions.
2 Dirative W prodution
For dirative vetor boson prodution in proton-antiproton ollisions with a
fast forward proton we use the general formula
dσ
dη
=
1
2s
∑
ij
∫
d(cos θ)
∫
dx
IP
x
IP
∫
dsˆ FIP/p(xIP)fi,IP(β, µ
2)fj,p¯(x, µ
2)sˆ
dσˆij
dtˆ
(1)
for the rapidity (η) distribution of the lepton whih is produed in the deay
of the boson. Using the language of Ingelman & Shlein [20℄, the pomeron
ux fator is FIP/p(xIP) and fi,IP(β, µ
2) is the parton distribution funtion for
partons of avour i in the pomeron. As is onventional, x
IP
is the fration of
the proton energy arried by the pomeron and β is the fration of the pomeron
energy arried by the parton involved in the hard satter. The pp¯ entre-of-mass
energy is denoted s = (1800 GeV)2. fj,p¯(x, µ
2) is the anti-proton distribution
for partons of avour j. Throughout we take the fatorisation sale µ to be the
subproess entre-of-mass energy sˆ.
In the partiular ase of W− prodution we use the narrow width approxi-
mation to write the rapidity distribution of the sattered eletron
3
(throughout
this paper positive rapidity is dened in the proton diretion):
dσ
dη
=
G2FMW
12sΓW
∑
ij
∫
d(cos θ)
∫
dx
IP
x
IP
FIP/p(xIP)fi,IP(β, µ
2)fj,p¯(x, µ
2) Vij Qˆ
4
ij
(2)
Vij = cos
2 θc for u¯d and c¯s inoming partons or Vij = sin
2 θc for u¯s and c¯d
inoming partons. Qˆ2ij = uˆ in the ase that a quark from the pomeron partii-
pates in the hard satter and Qˆ2ij = tˆ when it is an anti-quark, where
uˆ = −M
2
W
2
(1 + cos θ),
tˆ = −M
2
W
2
(1− cos θ),
and θ is the sattering angle of the sattered eletron in the parton-parton
entre-of-mass frame measured relative to the proton diretion. In the ase of
W+ prodution it is neessary to make the interhange tˆ ↔ uˆ if we are to
dene η as the rapidity of the sattered positron. We integrate over | cos θ| <
(1− 4p2tmin/M2W )1/2 with ptmin = 20 GeV and all xIP < 0.1. These are the uts
used by the df ollaboration.
3
For deniteness we speak of the 1st generation of leptons only. Inluding the 2nd gener-
ation will of ourse inrease all our ross-setions by a fator of two.
3
In order to ompute the ratio of dirative to non-dirative events we use
a similar expression for the non-dirative ross-setion, i.e. by replaing the
pomeron ux fator by δ(1 − x
IP
) and the pomeron parton densities by the
proton ones. In omputing this ratio we integrate over the df range, |η| < 1.1.
Our default is to use the H1 pomeron ux, with an inreased value for the
pomeron interept, i.e.
FIP/p(xIP) = N
∫
dt exp(4.6t)
(
1
x
IP
)1.90+0.52t
(3)
and integrate over all t (in pratise it is suient to integrate over 0 < −t < 1
GeV
2
). The normalisation N is dened so that the ux is equal to 1 at x
IP
=
0.003.4 Note that this is a signiantly steeper ux than that proposed by
Donnahie & Landsho (dl)[22℄, whih is roughly equivalent to the above ux
exept for the replaement of 1.90 by 1.17. For the pomeron parton densities we
use the favoured leading order H1 t 2. We always use the GRV94 lo parton
densities for inoming hadrons [23℄.
For the reggeon we simply replae the pomeron ux with [24℄
FIR/p(xIP) =
390
8pi2
∫
dt exp(4.0t)
(
1
x
IP
)0.50+0.90t
(4)
and the pomeron parton densities are replaed by the grv leading order pion
densities of [25℄. This is the reggeon ontribution that was shown to agree
with the H1 data olleted in the range 0.1 < x
IP
< 0.3 [11℄. We ignore any
possible interferene between the pomeron and the reggeon although this may
be important.
In Figure 1 we show the rapidity distribution of the sattered lepton for both
the pomeron and reggeon ontributions. In all ases the eletron distribution
is more forward peaked than the positron due to the hiral nature of the W
interations. Note the signiant suppression obtained when using the hard ux
as ompared to the dl ux. This is a onsequene of the atter x
IP
distribution
in the latter ase  a small eet at x
IP
values typial forHera but not so for the
muh larger x
IP
values probed at the Tevatron. The fat that the Tevatron
is at signiantly larger x
IP
is also responsible for the large ontribution from the
reggeon. Also signiant is the fat that the peaks of the lepton distributions
are more bakward when using the hard ux ompared to the dl ux. This
arises beause the larger x
IP
values in the dl ase lead to a smaller boost to
negative rapidity than ours using the H1 ux. The impliation is that when
we integrate over the df aeptane region (|η| < 1.1) a larger fration of
the leptons produed using the hard ux fall outside the region of aeptane
thereby still further reduing the predited ross-setion.
The bottom line is that the ratio of dirative to non-dirative events,
summed over the eletron and positron, and multiplied by 2 to aount for
proton and antiproton dissoiation, is muh smaller in the ase of the hard ux
4
Using the routine qd_1994[21℄.
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Figure 1: The rapidity distribution of the eletron and positron for the pomeron
(upper plot) and reggeon (lower plot) ontributions in dirativeW prodution.
In all ases the eletron distribution is peaked at more positive rapidity than
the positron. In the pomeron ase, the broken lines orrespond to using the ux
of Donnahie & Landsho rather than our default ux. The histogram is the
result from Pomwig.
ompared to the dl ux. In partiular we nd RIPDL = 6.38% and R
IP
hard = 0.86%
whereRIP denotes the ratio of pomeron exhange events to non-dirative events
integrated over the df aeptane region. This is to be ompared to the df
value for the ratio of dirative to non-dirative events, RCDF = 1.15± 0.55%.
However, we annot avoid the reggeon ontribution. Inluding it leads to a ratio
RIP+IR
hard
= 1.67%.
Using Pomwig, this ratio is only very slightly dierent at 1.72%.
Before leaving this setion it is neessary to make a few remarks regarding
the unertainty in this theoretial result. There is a large unertainty assoiated
with what we have alled the eetive pomeron interept, sine there is no
existing measurement of this parameter in the kinemati range relevant to the
Tevatron. We have used theH1 ts for the dirative parton density funtions.
These density funtions are only evolved up to Q2 = 75 GeV2 and remain
onstant thereafter. We have also obtained results using the atw parton
density funtions [12℄, whih are evolved to high Q2 and from whih we are
able to estimate that normal qd evolution will hange our predition for the
gap fration by no more than 20%. Next-to-leading order qd orretions are
expeted to play a role at the 10-20% level. There is also an unertainty in the
size of the reggeon ontribution that is hard to quantify.
5
3 Gap survival
So far we have ignored the fat that fatorisation is not expeted to hold in hard
diration at the Tevatron. One might attempt to aount for this physis by
an overall multipliative fator whih speies the probability that the rapidity
gap is destroyed by additional interations whih are not strongly orrelated
with the primary hard satter. We aim in this setion to add plausibility to this
assumption and to make an estimate for the gap survival fator.
In a previous paper [26℄ we used the multiple interations model implemented
in the Pythia event generator to estimate the gap survival probability in gap-
between jets events [27, 28℄. In this model the number of additional satters,
given a partiular hard trigger proess, is dependent only on the total energy of
the ollisions and of the sale of the hard trigger proess. The estimate of the
survival probability obtained was 22% for 1800 GeV and 35% for 630 GeV and
was largely independent of the transverse momentum and rapidity of the jets.
The inrease of multiple interations with the total energy is simply due to
the small-x proliferation of gluons whih are available for additional satterings.
The dependene on the hard sale an be desribed in a simplied manner as
follows.
The model assumes that the partons in the proton are distributed aord-
ing to a double Gaussian in impat-parameter spae. This means that entral
ollisions with a small impat parameter have a higher probability for multiple
satterers than do peripheral ones with a large impat parameter. For the ase of
W -prodution, whih we are interested in here, the proedure is to generate the
hard eletroweak sattering and then to hoose an impat parameter depending
on the sale of the proess  the higher the sale the larger the probability to
pik a small impat parameter. The overlap is then alulated from this and the
number of additional satterers is obtained. (Note that the proedure beomes
more ompliated if a trigger proess with large ross setion is used, sine the
eikonalisation of the ross setion beomes important in that ase.)
In priniple it is possible to run Pompyt [17℄ with the multiple interations
of Pythia. This will, however, only give multiple interations between the
olliding anti-proton and pomeron, and suh satterings will not destroy the gap.
What we need is to estimate the multiple interations between the proton and
anti-proton. Here the sale whih determines the overlap is not the hard sale
of the eletroweakW -prodution proess, but rather the momentum transfer of
the pomeron −t, whih is small. So, although the overlap between the pomeron
and anti-proton is large, the overlap between the proton and anti-proton may be
small, resulting in a gap-survival probability muh larger than the ones quoted
above.
Sine it is not possible simply to add multiple interations between the pro-
ton and anti-proton in Pompyt, we use the fat that the amount of multiple
sattering only depends upon the sale of the proess and the total ollision
energy. Using dierent triggering proesses whih are able to go to small sales
without large eikonalisation eets in Pythia (using default parameters) we
nd that the probability not to have any additional satters saturates for small
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Figure 2: The fration of events without additional satterings (P0) as a fun-
tion of the hard sale in photon exhange (full lines) and di-photon prodution
(dashed lines) events. The upper urves are the fration of events with no ad-
ditional olourful satterings whilst the lower ones are the frations with no
additional satterings at all.
momentum transfers at around 50%. In Figure 2 we show this probability for
proton-antiproton sattering via the eletromagneti qq′ → qq′ and qq¯ → γγ
sub-proesses.
For large sales the probability is well below the 22% we quoted in [26℄. This
is beause of the way partons from multiple satterings are olour-onneted to
the rest of the event in Pythia. With the default parameters only 1/3 of the
multiple satterings will be olour-onneted to the rest of the event, while the
remaining satterings will produe olour singlet qq¯ or gg-pairs whih will not
neessarily destroy the gap. In Figure 2 we therefore also show the probability
of having at least one olourful seondary satter. The true gap fration ought
to lie somewhere in between these two extremes.
There are large unertainties here. Multiple interations are poorly under-
stood and the multiple interation model in Pythia has not been tuned to
desribe these proesses. It is, however, natural to assume that any rapidity
gap produed due to the exhange of a pomeron or a reggeon may be destroyed
by multiple interations. It is also very intuitive that these proesses are more
peripheral than other hard interations and that the survival probability there-
fore should be larger than in the ase of, e.g. high-t diration. The model
in Pythia does attempt to take suh physis into aount. Nevertheless, it is
lear that more eort must be devoted to understanding these proesses before
we an start to ompare the dirative results from Hera with the ones from
the Tevatron with ondene.
The results of this setion suggest that we should take a gap survival fator
of around 60% for low t diration at the Tevatron, running at 1.8 TeV. This
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Figure 3: The ross-setion as a funtion of invariant mass for the Drell-Yan
proess. The solid line is the pomeron ontribution and the dashed line is the
reggeon ontribution. The urves are obtained for pT > 10 GeV. The dotted line
is the pomeron ontribution for a smaller eetive interept and the dot-dash
line shows the same but with a variable eetive interept, as explained in the
text. The histrograms are the Pomwig result.
should be ompared to other models whih typially predit gap survival fators
of 10% or less [15, 16℄. Aounting for this gap survival fator we nd a gap
fration of
RIP+IR
hard
= 1.00%
whih is in good agreement with the Tevatron measurement.
4 Dirative Drell-Yan prodution
In order to test our understanding of dirative vetor partile prodution, it
would be useful not only to measure the rapidity distribution of the harged
lepton in W± prodution but also to do the same for the dirative Drell-Yan
prodution proess and in this setion we present our preditions.
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The rapidity distribution of the sattered lepton an be omputed:
dσ
dη
=
1
32pis
∑
ij
∫
d(cos θ)
∫
dx
IP
x
IP
∫
dsˆ
sˆ
FIP/p(xIP)fi,IP(β, µ
2)fj,p¯(x, µ
2)
× 2e
4e2q
3
(
uˆ2 + tˆ2
sˆ2
)
. (5)
The advantage of the Drell-Yan proess is the ability to tune the invariant mass
of the dilepton pair and in Figure 3 we show the ross-setion as a funtion of
invariant mass, M ≡
√
sˆ, integrated over −1.1 < η < 1.1 for both the pomeron
and reggeon ontributions. The solid blak line represents a hard pomeron with
eetive interept αIP(0) = 1.45, the dotted line represents a hard pomeron
with an eetive interept αIP(0) = 1.20, and the broken line is the reggeon
ontribution. The histrograms are the Pomwig results, and the non-vanishing
at low M is a result of the orret mathing to the nlo matrix elements that is
performed in Herwig 6.1.
To math smoothly with the Hera data it is perhaps more reasonable to
use an eetive interept that depends upon the hard subproess sale. This
possibility leads to the dash-dot urve in Figure 3 where we have used
αIP(0) = 1.10 + 0.038 lnM
2.
We wish to stress that this is an entirely phenomenologial parameterisation.
From a theoretial perspetive, suh an x
IP
dependene annot be generated by
exhange of a single regge pole. However this eetive behaviour ould desribe
the interplay of two or more regge exhanges. For example, in a two-pomeron
model one might imagine that the harder pomeron, with interept around 1.45,
dominates at the Tevatron whilst at Hera there is an important admixture
of the softer pomeron - this would lead to qualitatively the behaviour we ex-
amine here [10℄. Alternatively, within the leading-twist pqd formalism, the
x
IP
-dependene should not exhibit any Q2 dependene sine all of the evolution
is ontained within what we all the pomeron parton distribution funtions. In
this ase, one should interpret our parameterization as an indiation that there
is an important higher-twist omponent in the relatively low Q2 Hera data
that is absent in the Tevatron data.
5 Conlusions & Outlook
We have shown that the urrent Tevatron data on dirative W± prodution
an be understood in terms of the dirative parton densities extrated from
Hera data provided we use a hard pomeron interept, αIP(0) = 1.45. Modelling
the dirative parton densities in terms of pomeron and reggeon ontributions,
we nd that the reggeon ontribution is approximately equal to the pomeron
ontribution in the kinemati regime relevant for the Tevatron. Moreover, we
propose that the pomeron ontribution is muh smaller than previous estimates.
9
We used Pythia to model the gap survival probability and found it to be quite
large at 60%. In onlusion we nd a gap fration in W± prodution of 1.00%
whih is to be ompared to the df result of (1.15± 0.55)%.
A preise omparison between theory and data is not yet possible due pri-
marily to lak of understanding of gap survival eets and of the reggeon ontri-
bution. Future data olleted on dirative Drell-Yan prodution at the Teva-
tron will ertainly help larify the physis, not least by providing valuable
data over a wide range of sales, from those typial of dis at Hera to those
in dirative Z0 prodution. Measurements to lower x
IP
at the Tevatron will
also be important in helping disentangle the ompeting eets.
The natural next step is to ompare the model presented here to the data
for dirative dijet prodution [1℄ and dirative entral jet prodution [3℄. Pre-
liminary investigations suggest that the existing ontraditions will be resolved
- we deal with these proesses in a future publiation.
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